Monday Morning  10:30-11:30

Crown Global HQ and Innovation Center — Accelerating Customers Competitive Advantage
Crown Iron Works Company, Greg Haider, booth #614

Technology Provider for the Edible Oil Industry
Desmet Ballestra, Orayne Mullings, booth #814

Real Time Evaluation of Chocolate and Cocoa Butter Equivalents using the AccuToF DART
JEOL USA, Inc., Glen Gregory and Robert “Chip” Cody, booth #307

Molecular Distillation Modular Plants for Cannabis, Essential Oils and Specialty Additives
Incon Process Systems, Ralph Scully, booth #722

Two-Step Pressing for Multi-Seed or Solvent-Free Applications
HF Press + LipidTech, Jon Hanft, booth #515

Monday Afternoon  4:30-5:30

I Tried NRI and it Didn’t Work — Why the IRmadillo can Succeed Where Others Failed in Oil Refining Process Monitoring
Keit Spectrometers, Jonathan Speed, booth #708

Kalsec 2020
Kalsec, Jane Quartel, booth #710

Artisan Industries’ Thermal Separations and Process Vacuum Solutions
Artisan Industries, Inc., Carey Houmiller, booth #516

Trimming the Fat — Getting the Most out of your Testing
Barrow Agee Laboratory, Roger Beers, booth #724

Increased Metal Adsorption through New Bleaching Technology
Clariant, Brian Cooke, booth #918
Tuesday Morning _ 10:30-11:30

**NIR-100% Control for Separator and Process**
GEA North America, Birger Horns, booth #714

**Eliminate Silcia Gel and Optimize Bleaching Earth Consumption with Cellulose Adsorbents**
J. Rettenmaier USA LP, Don Hearl, booth #306

**Automated Extraction of Oil Seeds According to AOCS Methods**
Buchi Corporation, Dr. Nicolai U. Kraut, booth #918

**Why Choose Diatomaceous Earth or Perlite for Edible Oil Filtration?**
Dicalite Management Company, booth #308

**Technological Advances in Edible Oil Refining**
DVC Process Technologies, Aarti Chame, booth #716

Tuesday Afternoon _ 4:30-5:30

**Developing Your Process Together and Choosing the Correct Filters**
Filtration Group, Tony Dinsbach, Booth #715

**Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil**
Malaysian Palm Oil Board, Fairus Hidrir, booth #510

**Strengthening your Quality System with Outside Laboratory Services**
ATC Scientific, Scott Schuldt, Booth #311

**Recent Developments & Value Addition Process in the Vegetable Oil Industry**
Mechtech Process Engineers Pvt. Ltd., Biju George Palayil, Booth #928